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Maternal Anxious Attachment Style is Associated with Reduced Mother-

Child Brain-to-Brain Synchrony During Passive TV Viewing

Synchrony in developmental science reflects the coordination of mother and child to the

same  mental  state.  Mentalisation  processes  are  influenced  by  individual  attachment

styles. A mother with an anxious-related attachment style tends to engage in emotional

mentalisation that relies on her child’s social cues. During an everyday joint activity of

watching television shows together, we hypothesised that anxiously-attached mothers

are less able to match their mental state to characters in the shows as their attention is

likely detracted from the show and directed towards the child.  We predict  that  this

mismatch in mother’s and child’s emotional states would be reflected in reduced dyadic

brain-to-brain  synchrony.  To  test  this  hypothesis,  we  profiled  mothers’  Maternal

Anxiety  score  using  the  Preoccupation  and  Need  for  Approval  subscales  of  the

Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ) and used functional Near-infrared Spectroscopy

(fNIRS) hyperscanning with 33 mother-child dyads to measure prefrontal cortex (PFC)

synchrony while  the  dyads watched three  1-min  animation videos together.  Greater

Maternal Anxiety is associated with less synchrony in the medial right prefrontal cluster

implicated in  mentalisation processes.  Anxiously-attached mothers  appear  to  exhibit

less  brain-to-brain  synchrony  with  their  child  which  suggests  differences  in

intersubjective shared experiences that potentially undermines the quality of bonding

during everyday joint activities.
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Introduction

Adult  attachment  is  the  stability  with

which individuals cultivate emotional  proximity

with  attachment  figures  in  adulthood,  the

principal  of  which  is  one’s  romantic  partner

(Hazan  &  Shaver,  1987).  Profiles  of  adult

attachment are broadly classified into secure and

insecure  (anxious  or  avoidant)  styles  (see

Mikulincer  & Shaver  (2010)  for  an  overview).

The Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ)  is a

commonly  used  instrument  to  categorise  adult

attachment  styles  with  theoretical  underpinning

in a five-factor solution: Confidence (in self and

others),  Discomfort  with  Closeness,

Relationships as Secondary,  Need for Approval

and Preoccupation with Relationships (Feeney &

Noller,  1991).  While  Confidence  certainly

connotes  secure  attachment,  each  of  the  other

four factors reflect a distinctive facet of insecure

attachment. Discomfort with Closeness serves as

a central factor for Hazan & Shaver (1987) model

of  avoidant  attachment.  Analogously,

Relationships  as  Secondary  is  contingent  with

Bartholomew  (1990)  conceptualisation  of  a

dismissing attachment style, in which individuals

assert independence and autonomy as a barrier to

shield  their  vulnerability  from  emotional  pain.

Both  Discomfort  with  Closeness  and

Relationships as Secondary are factors that form

the  avoidant  attachment  style  (Sperling  &

Berman,  1994).  The  last  two factors,  Need  for

Approval and Preoccupation with Relationships,

characterises  the  anxious  attachment  style,  in

which the former reflects individuals’ needs for

confirmation  and  acceptance  from  others

(Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991), and the latter

describes individuals who approach others so as

to  meet  their  needs  for  dependency  (Hazan  &

Shaver, 1987).  

Maternal adult attachment styles predict

the quality of their caregiving behaviours (Selcuk

et  al.,  2010).  Mothers  who  are  insecurely

attached may experience difficulties in regulating

her  emotional  state to  respond optimally to  the

needs of her child (Jones et al., 2014). Those with

insecure  attachment  have a  greater  tendency of

being  insensitive  (Jones  et  al.,  2018;  van

IJzendoorn,  1995)  and  emotionally  unavailable

(Licata  et  al.,  2016a),  and  are  more  likely  to

engage in harsh parenting practices (Jones et al.,

2014).  In  a  study  by  Selcuk  et  al.  (2010),  the

authors  observed  mother-child  interactions  and

investigated whether caregiving behaviours were

associated with  caregiving practices.  Congruent
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with several other studies (Edelstein et al., 2004;

Rholes  et  al.,  1995),  they  found  avoidant

attachment  to  be  associated  with  diminished

maternal  sensitivity  during  mother-child

interactions.  Since  anxious  mothers  desire

extreme proximity with their  children (Buehler,

2017), it was unexpected that anxious attachment

was correlated with missing the child’s signals.

The authors reasoned that mothers with anxious

attachment  maintain  closeness  to  allay  their

persistent worries about being accepted, thereby

fulfilling their own attachment needs, rather than

that of their child  (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007).

This  myopic  focus  may  hinder  the  mother’s

ability  to  detect  and  accurately  interpret  her

child’s signals during dyadic interactions (Feeney

& Collins,  2001).  Regrettably,  the  maladaptive

parenting  practices  that  accompany  maternal

insecure attachment styles reduce the quality of

interaction in a mother-child dyadic relationship

(Licata et al., 2016b).

Synchrony  refers  to  the  reciprocal  and

congruent  exchange  of  behavioural  and

physiological  signals  between  dyadic  partners

(Fleming et al., 1999; Ruth Feldman, 2012). Over

repeated experiences  with each other,  a  mother

and  child  become  accustomed  to  each  other’s

emotional signals and behavioural repertoire. In a

mother-child  relationship,  such  attunement  to

each  other’s  social  cues  leads  to  synchrony,

which manifests  at  the behavioural  level  in the

form of  matched  gazes,  facial  expressions  and

vocalisations  (Feldman,  2012;  Feldman,  2007).

Since accurately perceiving and responding to a

child’s  signals  is  a  bedrock  for  mother-child

synchrony,  mothers  with  anxious  attachment,

who have been found to overlook their  child’s

signals  (Selcuk  et  al.,  2010),  might  have

difficulties establishing synchrony. Selcuk et al.

(2010)  also  found  that  mothers  with  avoidant

attachment  exhibited  non-synchronous

interactions with their children due to discomfort

with  close  contact,  in  addition  to  missing  the

child’s signals. In an earlier study, Crandell et al.,

(1997)  showed  that  secure  mothers  engaged in

interaction  to  a  higher  degree  of  synchrony

compared  to  their  insecure  counterparts.  These

findings  cumulatively  suggest  that  maternal

attachment influences mother-child synchrony at

the behavioural level. 

Beyond  behavioural  signals,  synchrony

has  been  shown  to  exist  at  the  physiological

level. In fact, synchrony at the behavioural level

is postulated to be facilitated by entrainment of
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biological  signals,  including  the  matching  of

brain  signals  between  dyadic  partners  (e.g.

Behrendt et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2020; Piazza

et  al.,  2020;  Reindl  et  al.,  2018).   Employing

hyperscanning techniques, where multiple brains

are simultaneously recorded in tandem, Piazza et

al.  (2020)  demonstrated  that  adult  and  infant

brains  synchronise  with  each  other  when

engaging in a natural interaction. Brain-to-brain

synchrony specific to the parent-child dyad has

also emerged. For example, Reindl et al. (2018)

designed  a  study  where  mother-child  and

stranger-child  dyads  engaged  in  a  cooperative

and  competitive  game  with  each  other.

Synchrony  emerged  in  several  regions  in  the

prefrontal  cortex  (PFC),  including  the

dorsolateral PFC and the frontopolar cortex, only

in the mother-child dyad during the cooperative

game.  In  another  study,  Nguyen  et  al.  (2020)

tasked mothers and children to solve a tangram

puzzle  either  individually  or  together.  The

researchers  found  greater  synchrony  in  the

bilateral  PFC and  the  temporal-parietal  regions

when  dyads  solved  the  puzzle  together.

Moreover,  neural  synchrony  was  also

accompanied by higher incidences of behavioural

synchrony,  further  cementing  the  notion  of

physiological  entrainment  that  is  unique  to  the

parent-child dyad. 

Across  many  studies,  one  of  the  most

commonly  implicated  regions  in  brain-to-brain

synchrony is the PFC (Azhari et al., 2019; Azhari

et al., 2020; Behrendt et al., 2020; Nguyen et al.,

2020; Reindl et al., 2018). The PFC is the seat of

the  mutual  social  attention  system,  which

facilitates  shared  attention  between  people

(Gvirts & Perlmutter, 2020). Mutual attention is

well-established  to  be  the  foundation  of  social

cognition (Tomasello, 1995). The PFC has been

associated  with  both  attention  processing  (e.g.,

Hopf  &  Mangun,  2000))  and  theory  of  mind

(Shamay-Tsoory  &  Aharon-Peretz,  2007),  both

of which fall into the same network that oversees

mentalisation  processes  (Andrews-Hanna  et  al.,

2014).  Mentalisation  processes  in  the  PFC are

also linked to attachment  style.  According to a

model by (Fonagy & Luyten, 2009; Lieberman,

2007)),  mentalisation  can  be  distinguished  into

two  processes  that  are  adopted  differentially

based on adult attachment style: one is emotional

and  the  other  is  cognitive  mentalisation. 

Emotional  mentalisation  emphasises  automatic

and implicit processing of others’ emotions based

on  some  concrete  physical  attributes,  such  as

facial  expressions.  In  contrast,  cognitive
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mentalisation  involves  voluntary  and  conscious

processing of other’s emotions by inferring some

internal attributes, such as feelings and intentions

(Fonagy  &  Luyten,  2009;  Lieberman,  2007).

Mentalisation is mediated by an extensive brain

network,  including  the  lateral  PFC  (Fonagy  &

Luyten, 2009). Individual attachment styles may

influence cognitive and emotional  mentalisation

strategies.  For  instance,  an  anxious  attachment

style promotes hypervigilance to signals of social

rejection,  thereby  enhancing  emotional

mentalisation (Fonagy & Luyten,  2009).   From

these  studies,  we  have  ascertained  that

mentalisation  processes  that  reside  in  the  PFC

serve as a basis for both mutual attention during

social engagement, and have been shown to be

influenced by attachment styles.

 Till  date,  no study has  investigated the

role of maternal attachment style on mother-child

brain-to-brain  synchrony  during  passive

engagement. The present study is an extension of

a study by (Azhari et  al.,  2019) who examined

mother-child brain-to-brain synchrony in relation

to parenting stress using tandem functional near-

infrared  spectroscopy  (fNIRS).  fNIRS  records

changes  in  local  blood  oxygenation  such  that

higher  levels  of  oxygenated  blood  serve  as  a

proxy of brain activation. Greater parenting stress

was associated with diminished synchrony in the

dyad’s medial left  cluster of the PFC when the

pair engaged in an everyday activity of watching

animation videos together. Findings from (Azhari

et  al.,  2019)  suggest  the  moderating  effect  of

maternal  variables  on  brain-to-brain  synchrony

during passive joint viewing of animation shows,

which probes further investigation as to whether

maternal  attachment  style  exerts  an  effect  of

brain-to-brain  synchrony  too.  While  the  vast

majority of studies have investigated synchrony

during  active  social  interaction,  there  are  two

main reasons to expect brain-to-brain synchrony

to occur during passive joint animation watching

too.  First,  comprehension  of  a  movie’s  plot

necessitates  social  cognitive  processes  such  as

understanding the perspective of the characters in

the show and interpreting their verbal and non-

verbal signals (Lyons et al., 2020), all of which

are  facilitated  by  mentalisation  regions  in  the

PFC  (Yeshurun  et  al.,  2017).  Second,  in  a

seminal  paper  by  (Hasson  et  al.,  2004),  the

authors found that people’s brains tend to show

similar  activations  during  natural  viewing  of

movie  scenes,  even  in  the  absence  of  direct

communication.  Inter-subject  synchrony  was

found  well  beyond  visuo-spatial  brain  regions,
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and  was  observed  in  higher-order  cortical

regions.  Applying  these  findings  to  the  present

study,  it  is  thus  probable  that  brain-to-brain

synchrony would emerge in areas responsible for

mentalisation processes in mother-child dyads. 

We embarked on this study with a central

hypothesis. We predicted that less brain-to-brain

synchrony in the medial PFC regions, responsible

for mentalisation, would be observed in dyads in

which  the  mother  has  a  higher  anxiety-related

attachment  style.  In  line  with the  mentalisation

models  proposed  by  (Fonagy  & Luyten,  2009;

Lieberman,  2007),  anxiously-attached  mothers

whose  strategy  is  to  employ  emotional

mentalisation  and rely  on  concrete  social  cues,

are  more  likely  to  be  preoccupied  with  being

accepted  by  their  child.  This  fixation  may

interfere with the mothers’ ability to attend to the

animation  stimuli  and  process  the  plot  and

characters screened to them, thus impeding brain-

to-brain  synchrony.  Overall,  findings  from  this

study  would  lend  significant  insight  into  how

maternal  attachment  style  influences  joint

processing  of  narrative  scenes  which  mother-

child dyads commonly engage in when watching

television shows together at home. 

Methods

Participants

In total, 33 mother-child dyads (14 girls)

(Mean  age  of  mothers=34.7  years,  S.D.=  4.1

years; Mean age of children=41.9 months, S.D.=

6.1  months)  participated.  Participants  were

recruited  through online  platforms  (forums and

Facebook groups) before they were screened for

cognitive,  visual,  hearing,  or  developmental

impairments  that  might  hinder  them  from

comprehending  the  task  stimuli.  Participants

signed  Informed  consents,  and  each  dyad

received  monetary  compensation  upon

completion of the study. This study was approved

by  the  Institutional  Review  Board  of  XXX

University. 

Experimental Procedure

Mothers  first  completed  an  attachment

style  questionnaire.  Then,  mothers’  and

children’s  brain  responses  were  investigated

using  tandem  functional  near-infrared

spectroscopy (fNIRS) while  they watched three

animation videos. All videos were presented on a

laptop approximately 40 cm in front of the dyad

who were alone in the test room (Figure 1 from

Azhari et al. 2019).

Questionnaire 
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The  Attachment  Style  Questionnaire

(ASQ;  Feeney  et  al.,  2014)  is  a  40-item

instrument  that  measures  an  adult’s  attachment

style  in  regard  to  general  (rather  than  specific

romantic)  relationships.  The  questionnaire

employs  a  6-point  Lickert  scale  on  which

participants rate themselves and others. Items are

grouped  into  five  subscales: Confidence,

Discomfort  with  closeness,  Relationships  as

secondary,  Need  for  approval,  and

Preoccupation  with  relationships.  These

subscales are grounded in classification theories

of  attachment  styles,  where  Need for  approval

and  Preoccupation  with  relationships  indicate

anxious  attachment  and  Discomfort  with

closeness  and Relationships as secondary reflect

avoidant  attachment  (Stein  et  al.,  2002).

Confidence is related to secure attachment. Our

main  interest  and  hypothesis  concerned  scales

having to do with anxious attachment, so we used

the ASQ to derive anxious attachment status in

mothers.

Video Stimulus

Participants were presented with three 1-

min  video  clips  that  were  excerpted  from The

Incredibles,  Peppa  Pig,  and Brave.  To increase

the generalisability of the dyadic activity across

different  animation shows,  the  clips  differed in

emotional  valences  and  visual  and  audio

complexities.  A  5-sec  fixation  cross  appeared

before the onset of the first clip, after which a 10-

sec  fixation  cross  appeared  between  each  clip

(Figure  2  from Azhari  et  al.  (2019).  The  clips

were presented in a semi-randomised manner on

a  15-inch  Acer  Laptop.  Both  brightness  and

volume were set  to 60%. 

The visual complexity of each clip was quantified

using Python and FFmpeg (v. 3.4.4). To analyse

audio complexity, each video was first converted

to an audio file on FFmpeg.  Praat  software (v.

6.0.46) was then used to extract audio intensity

and  fundamentals  from  the  audio  files.  To

compute the emotional valence of each clip, two

independent coders rated each sec of the clip as

either positive, neutral, or negative. The sum of

the sec-by-sec coding across the entire clip was

used to rate positivity. Table 1 shows the results

of visual and audio complexities and emotional

valences of each clip. 

Functional  Near-Infrared  Spectroscopy

(fNIRS) 

fNIRS Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing

fNIRS  recording  was  conducted  in

tandem  hyperscanning  mode  at  a  scan  rate  of
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7.81Hz (NIRSport,  NIRx Medical  Technologies

LLC).   8  LED sources (wavelengths  of  760nm

and 850nm) and 7 detectors were arranged on the

caps  according  to  a  standard  PFC  montage  to

form  20  channels  on  each  cap  (NIRS  v.205

software). Distances between source and detector

pairs were under an optimal maximum of 3 cm. 

fNIRS  pre-processing  was  done  on  the

NIRSLab  software  (NIRS  v.205  software).

Markers  that  denote  the  onset  of  each  video

stimulus  were added to the  time series  signals.

Upon  visual  inspection  of  the  signal,

discontinuities and spike artefacts were manually

removed.  The 20 channels  were then inspected

for their  gain and coefficient  of  variation (CV)

scores  which  indicated  the  noise  level  in  the

signal. Channels with a gain>8 and CV>7.5 were

deemed  to  have  significant  noise  and

subsequently  discarded.  A  band-pass  filter  of

0.01-0.2  Hz  was  applied  on  the  remaining

channels to eliminate baseline shift variations and

slow signals. To compute hemoglobin levels for

each  channel,  pre-processed  signals  were

converted  to  changes  in  concentration  of

oxygenated  (HbO)  and  deoxygenated

hemoglobin (HbR) as a function of the modified

Beer-Lambert law. The resulting haemodynamic

signals  were  visually  examined  by  two

independent  coders  to  inspect  for  any  further

artifacts.  Any  artifacts  detected  by  the  coders

were removed.

As there were 33 mother-child dyads, the

total number of channels at the beginning was 66

subjects * 3 videos * 20 channels = 3960. Out of

this total, 1283 channels were discarded (32.4%).

Cluster Grouping of Channels

As proximal regions of the PFC function

in  an  interdependent  manner,  examining

prefrontal responses in clusters rather than single

channels  lends a  practical  interpretation of  the

findings.  Similar  to  Azhari  et  al.  (2019),  the

channels were divided into four groups based on

their physical proximity to each other to form the

frontal left, frontal right, medial left, and medial

right  clusters  as  reported  in  Table  2.  The

corresponding Brodmann areas  for  each  cluster

are depicted in Figure 3.

For each subject, we derived the signals

associated with the brain activity of each cluster,

by  computing  the  average  of  the  normalized

signals of  channels composing each cluster.  To

ensure the quality of cluster signals,  the cluster

brain  activity  signal  was  computed  for  a

participant  if  at  least  3  channels  with  good

quality signals were available.
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Analytic Plan

Preliminary  Analyses:  Quantification  of

synchrony

Cross-correlation  within  a  maximum

delay of 2 seconds (Azhari et al., 2020; Bizzego

et al., 2019; Golland et al., 2014, 2015) between

the  normalized  cluster  signals  of  mother  and

child was computed, for each dyad, brain cluster

and video.

This measure represents the synchrony of

the  brain  activities  of  mother  and  child,  while

performing the task of watching the three videos

together. We refer to this measure as Copresence

synchrony.

To control for spurious correlations, we

also  computed  the  same  measure  from  all

possible mother-child pairs, except the true ones.

We refer to this measure as  Control synchrony;

this measure will be influenced only by the effect

of  the  audio-visual  stimulation  from  the  three

videos.

Copresence and Control  synchronies are

compared  with  a  Mann-Whitney  test  to  ensure

that  Copresence synchrony  is  specific  to  the

mother-child  dyads,  i.e.  copresence  has  a

significant effect in increasing the synchrony of

mother-child brain activity. The computation of

the  synchrony  measures  was  based  on  the

physynch library  (Bizzego,  A.,  Gabrieli,  G.,

Azhari, A., Setoh, P. and Esposito, G., 2019.).

Maternal Anxiety (MA) and Brain Synchrony

A Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

with  one  component  was  adopted  (based  on

scikits-learn v0.22.1 Pedregosa,et al., (2011)) to

derive a unique scale of Maternal Anxiety (MA)

from the scores of the two questionnaires related

to  anxiety:  Need  for  Approval  (NFA)  and

Preoccupation (PREOP).

The  estimated  MA  obtained  from  the

PCA was negatively correlated with NFA (rs = -

0.86, p<0.001) and PREOP (rs=-0.79, p<0.001),

i.e.: higher values were associated with reduced

mother anxiety and vice versa. To facilitate the

interpretation  of  the  results,  we  inverted  the

estimated MA obtained from the PCA: the final

MA estimate is  positively associated with NFA

and PREOP and,  consequently,  higher maternal

anxiety (see Figure 4).

The  mean  and  standard  deviation  of

synchrony values for each of the four clusters of

copresence and control dyads are reported.
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Inferential Analyses

The  effect  of  Maternal  Anxiety  on  the

synchrony  of  mother-child  brain  activity  was

estimated by fitting a linear regression model on

MA  to  predict  copresence  synchrony  for  each

cluster. The linear regression model also included

the  audio-visual  characteristics  of  the  three

videos (VC and AF0) as co-factors to account for

the differences in stimulus properties across the

videos  that  could  potentially  influence

synchrony.  In  the  regression  analyses,  False

Discovery Rate (FDR) correction was applied to

the four clusters. 

Results

Preliminary Results

The Mann-Whitney test indicated that the

measured synchrony was greater  for true dyads

(Median of copresence synchrony = 0.191) than

surrogate dyads (Median of control synchrony =

0.162):  U=763629,  p=0.013,  which  means  that

copresence has a significant effect in modulating

the synchrony of mother-child brain activity. The

means  and  standard  deviations  of  synchrony

values  for  each of  the  4 clusters  of  copresence

and control dyads are reported in Table 2.

Inferential Results

A significant linear association between

copresence synchrony and MA was found for the

medial  right  cluster  (R2=0.163,  p-

corrected=0.029).  As  only  the  medial  right

cluster  was found to be significantly correlated

with MA, Spearman’s correlation test was only

conducted  for  this  cluster.  In  this  cluster,  the

Spearman’s  correlation  between  MA  and

copresence synchrony is rs = 0.251, p=0.043 (see

Figure  4).  No  other  cluster  was  significantly

associated with MA (see Table 3).

Discussion

This study aimed to investigate whether

maternal  attachment  style  is  associated  with

mother-child  brain-to-brain  synchrony  when

dyads  engage  in  an  everyday  joint  activity  of

watching  animation  shows  together.  We

predicted  that  dyads  with  anxiously  attached

mothers  would  show  less  brain-to-brain

synchrony. This hypothesis was fulfilled as dyads

of  mothers  with  higher  Maternal  Anxiety

exhibited diminished brain-to-brain synchrony in

the  medial  right  cluster  of  the  PFC.  Reduced

synchrony is observed in the medial right cluster

of  the  prefrontal  cortex,  which  overlaps  with

Brodmann Areas (BA) 8,  9,  45,  and 46,  where

several  stages  of  perceptual  processing  occur
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(Barbas  &  Zikopoulos,  2007;  Medalla  et  al.,

2007). The medial PFC, along with the temporo-

parietal  junction  and  the  posterior  cingulate

cortex, have been established as the core seat of

emotional  (Atique  et  al.,  2011;  Corradi-

Dell’Acqua  et  al.,  2014)  and  cognitive

mentalisation  processes  (Van  Overwalle,  2009;

Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009). An anxiously-

attached  mother  predominantly  engages  in

emotional  mentalisation,  comprising  automatic

processes  that  rely  on  social  cues  (e.g.,  facial

expressions)  to  form  an  understanding  of  the

mental state of others (Fonagy & Luyten, 2009;

Lieberman,  2007).  She  desires  to  be  in  close

proximity  with  her  child,  leaving  her  greatly

preoccupied with interpreting cues of whether the

child is accepting of her (Mikulincer & Shaver,

2007;  Feeney  &  Collins,  2001).  This  fixation

with  detecting  the  faintest  signs  of  disapproval

might  detract  her  attention  from the  animation

stimuli.  While  the  child  aligned his/her  mental

states  to  those  of  the  characters  in  the  videos

screened to them, the anxiously-attached mother

might not have fully engaged with the plots and

characters of the animation shows, leading to a

mismatch of brain signals in regions responsible

for mentalisation processes between mother and

child.  As the medial PFC is an essential hub for

mentalisation processes, brain-to-brain synchrony

in this region reflects shared mutual attention and

joint  perceptual  processing  between individuals

(Gvirts & Perlmutter, 2020). A lack of synchrony

in  the  medial  PFC  between  a  mother  with

anxious-related  attachment  style  and  her  child

therefore suggests that the two of them differed

in  their  intersubjective  experiences  during  the

activity,  despite  viewing  the  same  animation

stimuli  together.  It  is  likely  that  the  mother’s

constant  need  for  confirmation  of  acceptance

interfered  with  her  ability  to  wholly  engage  in

such bonding experiences. Counterintuitively, her

preoccupation  with  the  relationship  could  have

undermined the quality of shared experiences that

would have otherwise buttressed her feelings of

social connectedness to her child. In the day-to-

day  context,  the  mother’s  reduced  attention

during joint watching of television could hinder

her  ability  to  offer  mental  state  comments  in

subsequent  interactions  with  her  child  (e.g.

reflecting  the  emotions  of  characters  in  the

shows),  which  could  have  implications  on  the

child’s development. Indeed, several studies have

found  that  mother’s  appropriate  mental  state

comments  predicted  the  child's  theory  of  mind

ability in preschool (Laranjo et al., 2010; Meins

et  al.,  2002). Future attachment research should
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investigate  the  potential  for  brain-to-brain

synchrony to serve  as  a  mechanism underlying

parent-child  bonding  during  joint  passive

activities,  as  well  as  uncover  the  association

between  dyadic  brain  synchrony  and  child

development. This study had several limitations

of which two are especially noteworthy. First, the

scope  of  our  investigation  was  limited  to  the

prefrontal  cortex.  Several  other  regions  of  the

brain  which  are  connected  to  the  lateral  PFC

might  have  exhibited  similar  patterns  of

synchrony  in  association  with  attachment

anxiety. Future studies should extend the region

of investigation to capture changes in synchrony

in other areas of the brain that are implicated in

mentalisation, including the subcortical structures

like the basal ganglia and amygdala, and cortical

areas such as the lateral temporal cortex  (Fonagy

&  Luyten,  2009;  Lieberman,  2007;  Satpute  &

Lieberman,  2006).  Second,  our  study  only

measured  state  anxiety  in  the  context  of

attachment.  Maternal  trait  anxiety  could  have

also  contributed  to  measured  synchrony  and

should be investigated in future studies.

Conclusion

Our  study  revealed  that  dyads  with

anxiously attached mothers exhibit less brain-to-

brain synchrony in the  medial  right  PFC when

the  pair  engages  in  a  typical  joint  activity  of

watching  animation  shows  together.  As  this

region is implicated in mentalisation, our findings

suggest that, despite engaging in the same shared

activity,  an  anxiously-attached  mother’s

preoccupation with social cues of affirmation or

rejection  from  the  child  might  give  rise  to

differences in intersubjective experiences which

interferes with the quality of bonding.
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Table 1. Video complexity, audio fundamentals, audio intensity, and positivity ratings of the 

three video stimuli excerpted from Brave, Peppa Pig, and The Incredibles.

Video Stimulus Video Complexity
(bytes)

Audio 
Fundamentals 
(Hz)

Audio Intensity
(W/m2 )

Positivity 
Ratings

Brave 658119.31 245.26 59.89 45

Peppa Pig 468369.81
 

218.37 62.50 59

The Incredibles 423005.66 271.64 56.30 -54
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Table 2. Control and copresence synchrony values in the four PFC clusters, along with 

the corresponding sample size.

Control Copresence
Cluster N Mean SD Mean SD U p
Medial Left 71 0.158 0.260 0.169 0.306 29458.0 0.333
Medial Right 68 0.145 0.268 0.189 0.253 27658.0 0.078
Frontal Left 95 0.156 0.255 0.200 0.264 77947.0 0.019
Frontal Right 92 0.151 0.266 0.169 0.277 64792.0 0.304
All 326 0.153 0.262 0.182 0.275 763629.0 0.013
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Table 3.  Results from inferential analyses of the correlation between Maternal Anxiety 

(MA) and mother-child brain synchrony.

Cluster Coefficient r2 p p-corrected

FrontalLeft 0.0044 0.019 0.33987 0.45315

FrontalRight -0.0024 0.026 0.63234 0.63234

MedialLeft -0.0096 0.076 0.09067 0.18134

MedialRight -0.0127 0.163 0.00717 0.02867
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Figure 1. Experimental arrangement during the fNIRS session.
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Figure 2. Diagram depicting the stimuli presentation. A fixation cross was screened for 

5 sec before the onset of the first clip. A total of three 1-min video clips were presented 

with an inter-stimulus interval of 10 sec between each clip.
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Figure 3. Positions of the 20 channels according to a standard prefrontal cortex 

montage. Note: SFG = superior frontal gyrus, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, IFG = 

inferior frontal gyrus, aPFC = anterior prefrontal cortex.
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Figure 4: TOP: correlation between MA and the two anxiety scales. BOTTOM: 

correlation between MA and copresence synchrony.
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